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questions of vital importance to the community go
unanswered. How real, for example, is the relation-
ship between " scarlet fever" and rheumatic fever ?
How should food-poisoning be defined ? Should
cancer be made notifiable ? Indeed, many more
questions can legitimately be asked now than was
the case wheu notification was the subject of con-
troversy 70 years ago.
We need to inquire again which diseases should be

notifiable and for what purpose. It is also necessary
to ask who should notify and to whom. It was pointed
out recently that the guiding principle in collecting
morbidity records must not be whether it would be
interesting to have them but whether they can confi-
dently be expected to furnish knowledge which will
repay the labour of their collection.2 So it is with the
notification of infectious disease. To be of value it
must be accurate, speedy, and complete. Partial infor-
mation may not only be misleading but may endanger
the public health.

PHYSIOLOGY OF SLEEP
In the opening pages of the Journal this week Drs.
J. W. Lovett Doust and R. A. Schneider describe how
with the aid of an ingenious adaptation of a photo-
electric cell they were able to make continuous record-
ings of the oxygen saturation of the blood during
some hours of sleep and during the time before fall-
ing asleep and after waking up. Twenty-two periods
of observation were studied in seven normal subjects.
On each occasion an observer was present all night
to record changes in respiration and muscular move-
ments, as well as the occurrence of any noises which
might affect the depth of sleep. The authors describe
seven planes of sleep, of which the 5th, 6th, and 7th
are the same, physiologically, as the 3rd, 2nd, and 1st.
In the first plane, or stage, the subject is awake, in
the secofd dropping off, in the third he is lightly,
and in the fourth deeply, asleep. Arterial oxygen
saturation was at 96% in the first, 91% in the second,
90% in the third, and between 87 and 88% in the
fourth plane. The fact that there is such a large
drop between the stages of wakefulness and sleepi-
ness, with such a relatively trifling one at the later
stages, is notable. The levels at which variation in
oxygen tension is associated with critical changes in
the level of consciousness make a relatively narrow
band.
One feature of the experiments which makes the

interpretation of results a little difficult is that each
subject was standardized individually. The 100%
level of oxygen saturation was taken to be that which

was reached after inhalation of pure oxygen until
stable readings were obtained. The absolute oxygen
tension in the arterial blood may have varied a good
deal from subject to subject. Furthermore, it is not
possible, at least from these experiments alone, to
distinguish between cause and effect. We cannot say,
for instance, that normal sleep is brought about by
reduction of the oxygen saturation; as the authors
emphasize, all that is apparent is that there is a close
relation between the two.

Interesting but speculative parallels were drawn
between sleep and various forms of mental abnor-
mality. The neurotic patient is often unable to get
off to sleep. This may be partly because his emo-
tional tension is reflected in the state of muscular
tonus, and he cannot sleep because his nervous sys-
tem is bombarded by sensory stimuli from the muscles.
A later paper is promised which will show that
"the oxygen saturation levels of the constitutional
schizophrenic are those of the dreamer," and this will
not be the first attempt to make comparisons between
the psychological and somatic state of the schizo-
phrenic and that of normal sleep. It is, however, easy
to bound too far ahead of the known facts in specu-
lation of this kind. As Drs. Lovett Doust and
Schneider remark in their article, the physiology
of sleep has been studied inadequately for the
interest it merits; and there have been no exact
physiological studies at all on sleep in mentally
abnormal individuals. Quite specific variations are
met with clinically. The anxious or obsessional
neurotic, who is troubled by painful ruminations,
often has great difficulty in getting off to sleep, but
once asleep may sleep well. On the other hand, the
most typical abnormality of sleep shown by the endo-
genous depressive is that of early morning waking
after dropping off to sleep in a normal way at a
normal time. Yet some endogenous depressives, with
regular recurrent phases of depression, are abnor-
mally sleepy during each successive phase and sleep
for the better part of the 24 hours for days and even
weeks on end.
The sleeping patterns of the schizophrenic show,

clinically, every kind of variation. It may be that in
his waking hours the saturation of oxygen in his blood
is relatively low; but his state of awareness is not
at all like that of a dreamer or a man in reverie. What
one does observe is thought processes which appear
to be in every way as lucid -and alert as those of, the
normal, but which are interrupted by mental pheno-
mena of sudden incidence and pathological nature,
such as an abruptly experienced hallucination or a
break in the logical order of thought. If there is a
resemblance between the disorder of consciousness
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of the schizophrenic and that of any other state, then
it is closest between the schizophrenic condition and
that of the epileptic having attacks of petit mal.
Of all mentally abnormal states the one most like

that of the dreamer is the acute toxic or confusional
psychosis. The somewhat drunken condition of the
man waking from sleep is persisted in throughout the
24 hours in these patients. All his day is very like a
dream, and the illusions or hallucinations, the diffi-
culties of perception and judgment, the sluggishness
of thought are like those to which we are all liable
in a hypnagogic state. The delirious patient also
shows his specific disturbance of the sleep rhythm-
he can neither fall off into a deep and restful sleep,
nor can he entirely wake up. It is to be hoped that
Drs. Lovett Doust and Schneider will pursue their
studies on the physiology of sleep into the psycho-
pathological realm.

ANAEMIA IN PREGNANCY
The hypochromic microcytic anaemia so frequently
noted during pregnancy has usually been present before
the pregnancy began, and arises from the patient's pre-
vious state of health, diet, earlier pregnancies, and
severity of menstrual loss. This anaemia is both pre-
ventable and treatable, and shows a good response to
adequate oral or intravenous iron.

But an even commoner anaemia in pregnancy is the
normocytic anaemia associated with increased total
blood and plasma volumes (up to 23 %), a lesser increase
in haemoglobin and red cells, but an unchanged mean
corpuscular haemoglobin concentration. It begins after
the eighth week and increases progressively until' after
the sixth month; in the puerperium all the values rapidly
return to normal in 7-14 days, although the haemoglobir.
may be delayed.

This " physiological " anaemia of pregnancy is looked
upon by some as without pathological significance, a
normal dilution of the blood through increased plasma.
Others, however, do not accept this view, particularly
since adequate oral or intravenous iron will in most
cases relieve the anaemia. All agree that a further fall
of the haemoglobin to less than 10 g. per 100 ml. is
of more serious import.

Writing in last week's British Medical Journal, Drs.
Nancy Benstead and G. W. Theobald1 reported that
in a group of 2,000 pregnancies 6.5% of the women had
severe anaemia by the sixteenth week, before there was
much demonstrable haemodilution, while 60% had
haemoglobin values below 12 g. per 100 ml.

Taking similar groups of patients, they confirmed
1 British Medical Journal, 1952,1, 407.
2 Slack, H. G. B.. and Wilkinson, J. F., Lancet, 1949, 1, 11.
3 Scott, J., and Govan, A. D. T., ibid., 1951,1, 367.
4 British Medical Journal, 1951, 2, 1251.
5 Trans. roy. Soc. trop. Med. ffyg., 1950, 43, 635.
6 British Medical Journal, 195 1, 2, 1415.
7 Lancet, 1952,1, 416.
8 Walker, A. R. P., British Medical Journal 1951,1, 819.
9- and Arvidsson, U. B., Nature, Lond., 1950,166, 438.

that the iron-deficiency anaemias responded, as is
already well known, to iron therapy, while similar
daily oral treatment over a period of eight weeks froAn
the twenty-fourth week completely relieved the so-called
".physiological" anaemia in a comparable group of
patients. Ft-rther, continued administration of iron
throughout pregnancy maintained the blood values at
normal non-pregnant levels; the addition of molyb-
denum as a supplement to iron did not offer any advan-
tage in relieving these anaemic patients. The satisfac-
tory treatment of these iron-deficiency anaemias is not
always possible by mouth, for some patients do not
tolerate oral iron, fail to take the tablets, or else because
of various gastro-intestinal conditions the iron prepara-
tion may not be absorbed. Consequently the intravenous
administration of saccharated iron2 3 is a most valuable
therapeutic advance in the treatment of iron-deficiency
anaemias.
The difficulty of assessing iron deficiency in anaemia

of pregnancy by ordinary haematological methods was
discussed earlier by Klopper and Ventura.4 They showed
that, in true iron-deficiency conditions, besides a reduc-
tion in the mean cell-haemoglobin content there is a
characteristic pattern of changes, including a fall in the
serum iron, a considerable increase in the iron-binding
capacity of the serum proteins, and a rise in the level
of the serum copper, while the erythrocyte free proto-
porphyrin is also raised. These are different from the
findings in the ordinary normocytic anaemia of preg-
nancy. During a study of iron metabolism in these
patients they found it necessary to give increased
amounts of iron intravenously, and considered that in
addition to each 24.5 mg. of iron ordinarily required
to raise the haemoglobin value by 1% in a non-pregnant
woman a further 12.5 mg. was needed to meet the
demands of the foetus; but it must not be forgotten
that in the non-pregnant anaemic woman it is usual
to give a 50% increase on the calculated 24.5 mg. in
order to replenish the iron reserves of the body.

In tropical countries, particularly India and Africa,
severe anaemias of pregnancy are often macrocytic in
type, much more commonly so than in temperate
climates. Foy and others5 described four varieties
of anaemia in Africans. One group was formed by
the hypochromic microcytic anaemias with normoblastic
marrows, resulting from simple iron deficiency or para-
sitic infestations. These patients usually respond well
to adequate iron or to the elimination of the worms.
The other three groups included normochromic normo-
cytic anaemias with or without megaloblastic marrows
or giant stab cells, or macrocytic anaemia with megalo-
blastic marrows and achlorhydria; all of these latter
groups respond to liver extracts, folic acid, or " mar-
mite." The megaloblastic, macrocytic anaemias of preg-
nancy seen in Britain respond to folic acid, - but in
contrast rarely to crude liver extracts, and never to
vitamin B12.
Woodruff6 adds a further group of pregnancy

anaemias observed in Nigerians going into premature
labour, taking a protein-deficient diet and showing
enlarged liver and spleen, evidence of liver damage,
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